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attack on Egypt, about which there is no formal law,
would almost certainly be punished; on Palestine, about
which there is a very formal law indeed, the attack, so
long as effected through native terrorists, paid or un-
paid, is unlikely to be punished at all. Such an alliance
and such a method can give us neither peace nor
defence. Yet alliances there must be. The League
itself is an alliance, as for that matter is organised society
wherever it exists,
'If we are to defend ourselves at all it means that we
must defend ourselves against alliances, and we can
only do that by ourselves making alliances. We had
a bakers' dozen of allies in 1914, and seemed to need
them. If, once more, we were faced by the kind of
danger which we felt confronted us in 1914, we should
once more act as we did then. That is to say, we should,
suddenly, with the danger on top of us, make the tragic
decision to go to war. But our forces would not then
be instruments for the prevention of war.
'What the common objection to alliances really comes
to is not that we should not make them but that we
should not make the fact of their existence or their com-
mitments clear beforehand; that we should wait for
such clarification until the moment of war. And it
would then be too late. We will fight when the danger
is on top of us, but we will not say clearly beforehand
that we will fight, so that no fighting will be necessary,
'Had those nations which were ultimately drawn into
the War against Germany made it plain to Germany
before 1914 that if she followed a certain line of policy
they would oppose her and, if it came to war, be on
the side against her, she would not have followed that
line and there would have been no war. Indeed many
respectable historians have averred that if one state, our-
selves, had made clear beforehand what we would do,
there would have been no war. In other words, if the
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